TRASSIR
SIP Intercom
The security system for concierge,
intercom of residential complexes

The security system for concierge,
intercom of residential complexes
The TRASSIR module, integrate SIP intercoms, is
a high-leveled comfort and security in the house.
Professional video surveillance has been
combined with intercom to intelligently build
software that would allow not only to record
incoming calls but also storage the archive. A
stable connection carried out through the
TRASSIR server ensures the reliability of the
structure. The ease of registration and
installation of the program will help to establish a
security system in the facility in a short time.
TRASSIR Intercom module is an innovative
convenient solution in terms of protection for
yourself, your loved ones, and the company.
TRASSIR Company gave pride of place to two
characteristics while creating the Intercom
module: simplicity and reliability. This is what our
software is.
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Goals, ensured
by TRASSIR
When developing the TRASSIR Intercom
module, TRASSIR Company has set several
goals that the software provides:
l The ease of registration and use;
l The stability of the system under a diverse load;
l The wide range of usage possibilities;
l The ability to record conversations;
l The large archive with a search function;
l The maintenance of a high level of client security.

The advanced technologies that were used in the
development of the Intercom module successfully cope
with the goals put by TRASSIR Company and set a high
bar in the field of security.

The features and functionality
of the TRASSIR Intercom module
The TRASSIR high-leveled security software for
SIP intercoms has a wide list of features:
l Call recording and archive

management;
l The archive search by:
џ calls;
џ user telephone number;
џ type of call (outgoing, incoming,
missed);
џ duration of the conversation;
џ date;
џ time;
џ movement in the zone
(ActiveSearch);
џ detection (if the user has access
to the Video Intercom module);

l Auto-monitoring of

serviceability of user
devices;
l Notifications in case
of problems;
l Connection of SIP
intercoms, SIP
phones, SIP
softphones, mobile
SIP applications, etc.;
l Synchronization of
video/audio data from
call panels and video
surveillance system
devices.

Tasks that the features solve
Thanks to the TRASSIR for SIP intercoms, a new level of
protection is provided. It is enough to call the required
number, and the software will connect you to the
operator using the TRASSIR server. The archive keeps
the data about the calls and helps to search the
information fast. Open the door, forward an incoming
call or talk to another operator or user - now is easier
than ever.
The TRASSIR Intercom module successfully deals with
high network load, is easy to use, and regulates the
features that the server operator is assigned to. We put
in the software a number of fundamental tasks for the
comfortable usage of the program. However, the main
one is to keep a high level of security in the places of
installation with a help of modern technologies and
sophisticated functionality which TRASSIR Company
has developed in the TRASSIR Intercom module.
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